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Considerations for natural products developers and marketers

The information in this infographic was presented at SupplySide West 2018 by Justin Prochnow, shareholder, Greenberg Traurig; Lindsey Bristol, senior 
marketing manager, Swanson Health; and Lori Colman, co-CEO, and Bob Musinski, vice president, public relations, social media & content marketing,  

CBD Marketing, as part of the “Marketing Effectively and Legally via Social Media” workshop.

SOCIAL MEDIA is an increasingly valuable platform for marketers looking to 
connect with their customers. Understanding who uses social media, how to 
connect with social media users and how to legally market via social media 
is critical to ensuring a successful social media marketing strategy.

A review by CBD Marketing of online conversations including terms  
relative to “dietary supplement” from July 1, 2017 to July 1, 2018  

amounted to 436,429 posts total, showing:

20% 
Baby Boomers

33%  
Gen X

47%  
Millennials

44%  
male

56%  
female

Top conversations sources included:

64% 
Twitter

20% 
Instagram

16% 
blogs

     of online conversations about 
supplements were positive, with 
frequently used words including:85%

  “best”  “great”    “love” 

  “good”  “favorite”   “natural”

79% 
Positive

63% 
Positive

Millennials  
represented the highest 

amount of positive 
conversations, 

with  

Baby Boomers 
representing the least. 

Strategy for building  
an influencer program:  

The four Rs
 RIGHTNESS
 • Does the influencer fit the brand’s personality?

 • Is the influencers loved by the brand’s customers?

 • Is the influencer inspired?

 • Is the influencer a fan of the brand?

 RELEVANCE
 • Is the influencer active?

 • Is the influencer’s audience the right fit?

 • Does the influencer fit within the brand’s program?

 RELATIONSHIP
 • Is the influencer committed long-term?

 • Is there an existing relationship with the influencer?

 REACH
 • How many followers does the influencer have?

 • Does the influencer have a desire to grow?

 • What’s the influencer’s engagement like?

Social media influencers 
cultivate communities of followers 
that share their passions and interests. As such, 
influencers can help bridge the gap between  
brand and consumer by endorsing or supporting  
a brand’s products on social media platforms  
such as YouTube, Instagram and others.

Why work with influencers?
•  Tell stories consumers want to hear
•  Win new audiences
•  Increase trust and engagement  
    with consumers

Source: FTC

The do’s and don’ts of social media endorsements

Clear DISCLOSURE of financial  
or family relationships between  
a brand and influencer

Ensuring sponsorship  
disclosure is HARD TO MISS

Treating sponsored tags,  
including tags in pictures,  
LIKE ANY OTHER endorsement

Use of SUPERIMPOSED DISCLOSURES 
over images on image-only platforms  
like Snapchat

FTC recommendations Practices to avoid

ASSUMING followers are aware of 
an influencer’s brand relationships

Assuming disclosures BUILT INTO 
social media platforms are sufficient

Use of AMBIGUOUS DISCLOSURES  
like “Thanks,” #collab, #sp, #spon  
or #ambassador

Relying on disclosures that people 
will see only if they CLICK “MORE”




